
Poultry Evaluation
The single most illuminating thing to come from the assessment process was how 
huge is the range of  possible productivity and efficiency among poultry keeping. I 
spent a considerable amount of  time accumulating information, looking for 
concrete numbers wherever available. However, I have an unsettling feeling that 
because of  the incredible variation in breed (and even strain of  breed), living 
conditions, climate, feed, forage, and other factors as yet unknown to me, the 
numbers I collected might be barely better than useless. I consider them, at best, a 
comparison between options, rather than a reflection of  actual cost or productivity. 
At worst, the numbers might be drastically misleading, or completely inappropriate 
to my situation.

With that caveat in mind, let us proceed. Following the permaculture practice of  
'pattern to details' I started by evaluating the overarching considerations such as 
species and breed, and moved on to siting and management issues.

The Superiority of  Ducks

When I started my research, I was interested in ducks almost entirely because of  
their usefulness in controlling slugs. I am quite fond of  duck meat, and the idea of  
raising my own was lovely, but it was primarily my garden that drove me to 
consider ducks.

As I researched them however, it became increasingly clear how superior ducks are 
to chickens in my context. At first it was the realization of  their significantly greater 
hardiness and appropriateness to this cold wet climate. Next I was impressed by the 
fact of  their greater productivity-- laying ducks surpass even the most intensively 
bred modern hens in lbs of  feed consumed/lb of  eggs produced; and Pekins are 
nearly fast growing and feed efficient as Cornish Crosses without being a hybrid, 
(Silver Appleyards are just a step behind Pekins, and known to be good foragers as 
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well). The drakes are easier to keep than cocks, should I decide to experiment with 
breeding. If  raised properly and protected from predators, ducklings can be let out 
to forage unsupervised, even in wet conditions, as early as 3 weeks. Full sized ducks 
can be contained with a mere two foot tall fence, and can easily be herded to forage 
areas. After researching home mixed poultry feeds, and realizing that protein is the 
difficult factor, I even began to see the slug issue from the other direction-- as a free, 
abundant, local protein source.

With all this in mind, I began to rethink my overall flock.

My original intention had been to keep ducks only for meat, and rely on chickens 
for eggs, because I hadn't liked the duck eggs I'd eaten in the past. However, Carole 
Deppe believes that fish meal cannot be included in duck layer feed in any quantity, 
or the eggs will taste too strong flavored. I have begun to wonder whether that was 
the problem with the eggs I had eaten before. Perhaps if  raised on the right feed, I 
would like duck eggs as much (or more) than chicken eggs.

It seems to make less and less sense to keep chickens at all, though I find that am 
still tied to the idea. At the least, I have begun to think of  the duck flock as the 
primary flock, and chickens as secondary.

Choosing Breeds and Sourcing Stock

MODERN VS. TRADITIONAL BREEDS
After costing out several different breeds and types of  poultry, and getting lost in a 
complex web of  options, it slowly became evident that the primary decision to be 
made was whether to use modern, commercial breeds or traditional, heirloom 
breeds. I realized that this decision does not exist on it's own but rather branches 
out into two entirely different systems of  keeping poultry-- as the commercial 
breeds are appropriate to modern, intensive settings, and the heirloom breeds 
appropriate to a more traditional farm context.
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Sadly, although I wish I had a 'farm context,' that is far from the reality. My little 
microstead is somewhere between the two extremes-- I don't have much space for 
ranging birds, I need them to be happy with a large degree of  confinement. All of  
my feed will be bought in, at a high price. And I don't have the space for a 
significant enough breeding system that I won't need to continue buying stock every 
year.

Modern, commercial breeds-- This is certainly the most cost effective option, 
and considering the price/lb I will be paying for feed, cost is a very compelling 
factor. In a home environment, with quality feed, I do believe that modern breeds 
can provide nearly as healthful of  food; I am not unilaterally against the idea. 
However, they wouldn't be as interesting or satisfying to raise, and although I would 
be eschewing the commercial meat industry, I would still be supporting a chick 
production system that I don't like or trust.

Traditional, heirloom breeds-- If  the numbers I have gathered are accurate, 
traditional breeds will cost considerably more in feed per quantity of  food 
produced-- as much as double the cost of  commercial breeds. This becomes more 
significant when the actual numbers are considered-- up to $10/lb for whole birds. I 
can buy whole organic, free range chicken here at the store for $4.50/lb, and while 
I have no feeling of  faith in the 'free range' claim, paying more than double that to 
raise the birds at home does seem excessive! 

However, $10/lb is a worst case scenario. Since I was not able to find conclusive 
information about how much feed heirloom breeds consume/lb of  bird produced, 
I had to extrapolate from other information. My numbers may well be an over-
estimate. It is also possible that I will be able to cut that feed costs considerably, 
perhaps even down to $0.50/lb, making the range of  possible cost for heirloom 
roasters a much more reasonable $4-5/lb.

But in the end, after thinking about it for some time, the truth is that I just don't 
want to raise stupid, lazy 'miracles of  modern science.'  I want to raise interesting 
and unique heirloom breeds, or at least die trying. The cost per pound might be 
(significantly) higher, but I will get many more things than meat and eggs. One of  
the primary realizations in my Site Evaluation was that, for better or for worse, 
aesthetics are important to me, as well as that difficult to describe feeling of  
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homestead fulfillment. Modern hybrid breeds do nothing to satisfy these goals, 
whereas heirlooms (I suspect) would be intensely satisfying of  both.

THE CASCADE EFFECT OF HEIRLOOM BREEDS
The decision to raise traditional breeds cascades into a whole host of  other 
practices which are a seemingly inevitable outcome of  the initial decision.

The first consideration is where to source stock. Throughout my research, it 
became evident that many heirloom breeds have suffered from generations of  
being selected for show birds qualities (or not selected at all, but just bred 
carelessly). It's likely that the birds available from commercial hatcheries have fallen 
quite far from their historical productivity and lost many of  their homestead 
efficiency qualities. A well kept line of  a particular breed can be considerably more 
productive and feed efficient than the more commonly available lines, and as I had 
seen in my number crunching, even a few more dozen eggs/year, or two weeks 
earlier maturity can make a huge difference in the eventual cost.

This realization led me to seek out breeders actively selecting for productivity. 
There are not many. And although their prices were generally fairly competitive 
with big hatcheries, they do not sex day-old birds. Meaning all orders of  these 
superior strains will have to come straight run.

This has influence over the meat bird flock, which will then be at least partially 
made up of  cockerels from straight run orders of  laying breeds. It also raises the 
eventual price of  keeping the lightweight breeds somewhat, as their associated 
cockerels will not make efficient meat birds-- though I found even with the 
cockerels accounted for, the lightweight layers were still more cost effective.

Furthermore, it firmly answers the question of  whether to experiment with Cornish 
Crosses, since these hybrids are not available from said breeders.
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DUAL-PURPOSE VS. LAYING BREEDS
I had originally been most interested in dual-purpose birds. However, after actually 
running the numbers for individual breeds, I discovered just how much more 
expensive heavier egg layers might be to feed than lightweight breeds. I can see 
how dual-purpose breeds made better sense in a traditional farm context-- where 
farmers needed to produce their own stock, and feed was an integral and often 
surplus aspect of  the farm. However, considering my modern urban context-- in 
which feed costs are very high and good quality chicks and ducklings are easy and 
relatively inexpensive to buy-in every season in any variety desired, dual-purpose 
breeds as layers makes less and less sense to me. 

The realization about lightweight breeds was tempered somewhat by the straight 
run issue discussed above, as well as by fact that most of  the lightweight breeds are 
known for skittish, flighty personalities which I have no desire to keep in my flock. 
Finding lightweight breeds known to be calm and docile proved a bit difficult. My 
selection was cut even shorter by availability issues discussed below.

Lastly, the preference for lightweight layers may change as I accrue more first-hand 
feed consumption numbers, or if  I decide to get serious about home-breeding.

FINAL BREED SELECTION
Unfortunately, while I was researching poultry so thoroughly, many of  the breeds I 
was becoming interested in from Sand Hill Preservation Center sold out. And 
although I am still likely to get the duck breeds I want from Holderread's farm, the 
waiting list is long. I had hoped to get my babies at the beginning of  April, now I 
will be lucky to have them by mid-May, possibly later from Sand Hill.

My breed selection for both kinds of  birds fell with lots of  variety. Although 
eventually I hope to narrow my flock down to one or two breeds of  each bird, at 
the start I will be trialling several breeds of  both chickens and ducks. 

Sand Hill's ranking of  layer productivity on their own farm differs considerably 
from the ALBC's breed averages. Sand Hill's ranking did not include actual 
numbers of  eggs, rather a simple list of  best layers in descending order. 
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Additionally, it had not been updated in several years. It made me a bit nervous to 
depend on their information alone for breeds such as Jaerhons and Russian Orloffs. 
Nevertheless, since I would be using their stock I decided to follow their ranking in 
the course of  my breed selection.

Because both hatcheries offer only straight-run birds, I multiplied the desired 
number of  laying hens for each breed by two, then added an extra just in case.

Duck Order:

7 Silver Appleyards

3 Pekins

5 Welch Harlequins

4 Mini Appleyards

Chicken Order:

Because Sand Hill keeps such a mind boggling number of  breeds, they run small 
hatches of  each and are constantly selling out. I provided a list of  breeds I was 
most interested in, with the note that I wanted 20 chicks total, at least 5 of  each 
breed (to ensure at least 2 hens) and a variety of  3 or more breeds.

Russian Orloff

Norwegian Jaerhon

Domonique

Partridge Rock

Cuckoo Maran

Gold Laced Wyandotte
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Of  those breeds, only the Jaerhons and Harlequin ducks are truly lightweight 
breeds, Domoniques are on the small side of  mediumweight, and the rest are 
medium-heavy. 

Poultry Feed

Feed will definitely be an evolving subject. Even Ussary, who has been at it for 
many, many years, is still in a constant state of  experimentation. After considering 
the many options in the assessment, I have decided to start simple by using a good 
organic broiler feed as the base, and supplement with sprouted whole oats and rye 
to reach appropriate protein levels.

I do intend to begin experimentations into alternative protein sources, which the 
rest of  the feed program hinges on. The only major protein sources I can buy are 
(non-organic) soybean meal and organic whole peas. The fact of  ducks being 
unable to eat any unprocessed legumes (eg: peas) or fish meal is a major problem 
when attempting to exclude GM soy from the diet. My first step will be 
experimenting with feeding ducks sprouted peas. If  they are able to digest them and 
thrive, a whole feed could be home mixed relatively easily. If  they are not able to 
tolerate the sprouted peas, I won't have much choice but to stick to the commercial 
organic feed, which uses supposedly non-GM soybean meal.

I have not given up on my idea to raise worms for feed, but the population 
necessary to produce any remotely significant yield would take a few years to build 
up to, and quite a lot more space and worm food than I had originally imagined. It 
will be logistically challenging to fit them into the design, but it seems a goal worth 
working toward-- particularly given the protein problem discussed above. I simply 
don't have the space to raise enough worms to satisfy primary protein needs, but I 
feel that they could be fitted into the system to provide at least a live, animal 
supplement for the winter flock. 
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My eventual goal is to raise enough worms to meet primary protein needs, 
supplementing with peas and alfalfa pellets in winter, as well as fish waste and high-
protein forage for the larger summer meat flock.

Fitting Poultry to Overall Design

I already have a small chicken coop, which I believe will be adequate with the 
addition of  a large enclosed porch. It is adjacent to the southeast corner of  our 
yard- a large area overgrown with ferns and salmonberry bushes and because of  
little direct sunlight, unsuitable for other crops, yet very accessible from the house. 
It will be a perfect forage area, although because it is adjacent to the woods behind 
(the most likely direction for bears to come from) it will need the best possible 
fencing on that side. Fencing on the house side of  that area will be relatively 
unobtrusive.

Siting the duck shack has proved more complicated. Since one of  the primary 
functions of  my duck flock will be slug control in the annual garden beds, it seems 
logical that the shack be adjacent to the garden area, ideally with a fenced run 
going around the perimeter of  the beds. Although my sketches for future designs 
site half  of  the annual beds in the side yard, where a perimeter run would be 
possible, those beds are purely theoretical. The existing garden beds are all in the 
front yard, right up to the property line, making an adjacent duck shack difficult 
and a perimeter run all but impossible.

Deppe states that if  the duck run is nearby, a perimeter run is unnecessary because 
slugs will be attracted to the duck poop (and consequently their own demise), and 
away from the garden. Although it is hard for me to imagine this being adequate 
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protection against our massive population, after many fruitless hours of  trying to 
think a way around it, I have come to accept that I will just have to hope she is 
right. Fortunately, the primary slug route to the garden area is through the side 
yard, where I will be able to site a duck run. The unprotect-able street and 
driveway side are less used by slugs because they are gravel and concrete, 
respectively (though the slugs CAN and DO come across both, quite frequently.)

Siting the duck run at the front end of  the side yard is still a challenge however, 
primarily because of  fencing concerns. Daytime bears aren't likely to be a problem, 
they will probably come from the woods behind the yard, and be waylaid by the 
chickens if  anything (nighttime bears won't be a concern as all birds will be secured 
at night.) However, dogs are most likely to come from the street side of  the 
property, and we do not have continuous fencing. Therefore I will need a minimum 
4 foot tall fence to keep ducks safe, taller if  I plan to leave them outside when I am 
away from the home.

The area in question is along the west side of  our main (small) yard space, and even 
a 4 ft fence would be significant and undesirable visual element. Neither my 
husband or I are fond of  fences, they give our free spirits an instinctual knee jerk 
reaction. Designing a fenced area of  any significant size into this part of  our yard 
would be difficult.

The simplest alternative is to only let them into a very short fenced run only when I 
am outside in the yard. This is a drastically inferior alternative as far as the ducks 
are concerned (I am rarely in the yard for more than an hour or two a day, and 
some days not at all due to weather), and would not provide adequately aggressive 
slug control. An expansion and improvement of  this simple system would be to let 
the ducks into the run in the morning to hunt slugs, possibly even let them roam 
unfenced around the garden beds (if  I find them easy to call or control, which I 
intend to try for), and then herd them into the chickens forage area in the back 
yard for the remainder of  the day, then bring them back for more slug patrol at 
dusk before securing them for the night. This system requires the smallest 
infrastructure and initial time commitment, provides good slug control at the most 
critical times of  day, and still allows the ducks to spend all of  every day outside. 
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The drawback is a twice daily time commitment of  at least 15 minutes. 
Nevertheless, I think this will be my best option for this first summer.

Eventually I would like to fence the entire perimeter of  the yard, to open up 
possibilities for ranging poultry. I think I could find enough used seine web (heavy 
duty fishing net) to do the job, but it would be an enormous time expense to do the 
job right-- something I won't have for a few more years. If  the perimeter were 
fenced against dogs and bears, I would be able to keep the ducks penned next to 
the annual garden (or anywhere for that matter) with a 2-3 ft fence, much less 
obtrusive to the eye.

DUCK POOL
Another important element to site is the duck pool. Eventually, if  I get the 
perimeter fence, I would like to put the pool near the garden, to keep the ducks' 
attentions in proximity to their slug job. But if  I am indeed going to be ranging 
them in the back yard with the chickens for the balance of  every day, then the pool 
should go there. The question of  discharge is important, as the large flock size (up 
to 20 ducks in summer) means that the pool will need to be a minimum of  4' x 4', 
holding 120-240 gallons of  water, which is even still dense stocking. It will need to 
be emptied twice/week, and the rich effluent should be used in an appropriate way.

A gravity flow system, leading to marsh plants tolerant of  high nitrogen, will need 
to be in place. This could be a simple as siphoning the pool out onto a small 
wetland area of  rushes. Eventually however, I would like to try growing duck weed 
in a series of  tubs, fed by the duck pool's discharge. Duck weed needs some sunlight 
to grow, so siting for this system would be a bit trickier.
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